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The air around her was so cold that the moisture in the air around her condensed into ice crystals

and fell off.

"If anything happens to her, I will go to the Yellow Springs with you to bring her

back!" Every word that Shen Xiyan spat out carried a murderous tone, the floating belt had turned
into a crimson swimming dragon surrounding Shen Xiyan, occasionally emitting an angry dragon
roar.

Lin Hao nodded and looked at Zhao Yuanlong and the others, "Get up."

"Worship and thank the two Immortal Dignitaries." Zhao Yuanlong and the others

kowtowed several times before slowly standing up, lowering their heads and not daring to look at
Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan, standing neatly to the side, simply too well behaved.

"Chen Xuanfeng, the great ancestor of the Chen family, and the great master of the
Chen family pay their respects to the two Immortals." Two figures sped in, it was none other than
Chen Hao Bei's great-grandfather, and Chen Xuanfeng, the Chen Family's great-grandfather, both
of whom had just arrived, and had fallen to their knees, not daring to move a single inch, the aura
was truly too terrifying.

This is a real deity, and there are two of them, and their strength is too much for

them to calculate.



All they had to do was to be the first to rush to pay homage and submit. The other
immortal slaves also wanted to get closer, but the deity scattered? Chayi serve yi yi pick up the

ground west? The piercing killing intent emitted by the deity made them not dare to advance

even a bit, for fear of disturbing the deity and being directly exterminated.

"Heh, you guys came pretty fast ah Old Ghost Chen." Zhao Yuanlong sneered as

he looked at Chen Xuanfeng, even mocking a little, he had the opportunity to hug his thigh right

before and he didn't, fortunately he reacted quickly with agitation.

Chen Xuanfeng saw Zhao Yuanlong and a group of people from the Zhao family,
his brow furrowed, this Zhao Yuanlong was resourceful enough to actually strike so quickly,
wasn't he still being chased before?

However, Chen Xuanfeng didn't dare to say anything, bringing his offspring with
him, he just obediently knelt on the ground, not daring to say anything.

Lin Hao merely raised his eyes and glanced at Chen Xuanfeng, pulling Shen
Xiyan's hand and heading straight out, Lin Hao had changed into his Major General's uniform and

walked out of the hotel hand in hand with Shen Xiyan, while their faces were only a blur under the
divinity cover, no one could see their appearance clearly, immortal slaves were not to be insulted

lightly, gods were not to be looked at directly.

However, through their appearance, it did allow Vermilion Bird and the others to

recognise Lin Hao, especially because the uniform on Lin Hao's body was so obvious, it was
handed over to Lin Hao by the head of the White Cloud Military Region himself.



"General Lin!" Vermilion Bird, the head of the Baiyun Military Region, and Wu

Liang all stood straight and gave Lin Hao a salute with a swish.

Zhao Yuanlong and Chen Xuanfeng were a little dumbfounded, no way! A deity

had become an official officer of the Divine Land? This ......

They had been out for a while, and they were a bit confused as to why, ah? Even

if it was an officer, shouldn't it be the strongest, after all, that was a deity above the heavens, but
it turned out to be just a little Major General?

Lin Hao sensed a little and found that the entire demon capital had been put under
military control, not bad!

"Chen Xuanfeng, Zhao Yuanlong." Lin Hao spoke coldly.

"Yes, Immortal Emperor!" The two men took a fierce step forward, so excited that
every cell in their bodies trembled with incomparable excitement.

Oh my god, the Immortal Sovereign remembered their names!

"Invite all the immortal slaves within the Demon Capital territory to the Imperial

Palace Hotel, and in addition, bring me that true immortal slave of whatever is in charge of the

Demon Capital!" Lin Hao's face was icy cold, no matter what, he must get Lin Ruoshi back!



"Yes Immortal Sovereign!" Zhao Yuanlong led the order forward without hesitation,
while Chen Xuanfeng stood in place with some hesitation, "Immortal Sovereign, this, this ...... Sea
Immortal Sovereign we may not be able to find ......"
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Lin Hao fiercely turned around, his gaze was like electricity as he looked at Chen Xuanfeng, Chen
Xuanfeng was so scared that his body jolted, without saying a word, he turned and ran, "Immortal

General I am on my way, I will not disgrace my mission!"

Wu Liang and the two men from the Baiyun Military Region could not help but
wipe a cold sweat, a major general is a major general, bullying ah, just now those two old things,
although they had never seen, but the strength of the two men had reached the fourth to fifth level
realm of the big brother, just a look can scare these people's hearts and tremble, with this person
in, China must be a peaceful and prosperous world!

At the same time, they wondered where these old devils had come from. How
long has it been since the appearance of Illusionary Spirit Masters, and these people are already at
the fourth to fifth level realm?

It was rumoured that they had a special experience and had gained a different kind
of chance before they broke through to become Fourth Grade Illusionary Spirit Masters.

"General, what do we need to do then?" Wu Liang came forward awkwardly, not
knowing whether he should call out to Lin Hao, the leader of the Dragon Group, or the Chief
Instructor of the Dragon Group, or General Lin.



So many rays of glory converging on one person, it was simply not too dazzling.

"General, the Baiyun Military Region as well as the troops from the military

regions near the Demon Capital have all been stationed in the Demon Capital and are under
military control, please give instructions." Baiyun Military District gave Lin Hao another salute.

Lin Hao frowned, to be able to unknowingly take Lin Ruoshi away from the Lin

family, his strength must be not weak, at worst he must be in the fourth grade Illusionary Spirit
Master realm, for such a level of strength, the ordinary army could no longer play much of a role,
if the other party wanted to hide, they would not be able to find him at all.

Moreover, Lin Hao was more suspicious of those immortal slaves.

Lin Hao was just about to tell them to withdraw their troops, after all, making such
a big commotion would cause no small amount of panic to the general public, just then, Lin Hao's
mobile phone suddenly rang.

Lin Hao glanced at it and saw that it was Xu Fanghua calling, and hurriedly picked
up, "Hey, grandma, is there any news from Xiao Shi?"

"Hehehe, I'm not Grandma, it's Xiao Shi. Daddy, it's already dawn and you're
still not home to make breakfast, are you sleeping in bed? Daddy is a grown-up, he's not allowed
to stay in bed, and Sze hasn't stayed in bed today."

But Lin Hao was frozen in place.



What?

Didn't Grandma call? Lin Hao heaved a sigh of relief, as long as his daughter was
okay.

Shen Xiyan's keen perception has heard her daughter's voice from Lin Hao's
mobile phone and hurriedly picked up Lin Hao's mobile phone, her face full of worry: "Xiaoshi,
it's mommy ah, is it really you Xiaoshi."

"Hee hee, it's me mum, why are you so nervous." Xiao shi laughed very sweetly.

Hearing that their daughter was alright, Shen Xiyan and Lin Hao both breathed a

sigh of relief.

They waved their hands for the head of the Baiyun Military District and Wu Liang
of the Dragon Regulation District Department, telling them to disperse the troops and all go back,
the people were found.

"Thank you guys."

"You're welcome, since the man has been found it's good, then General we'll
leave you alone and go back first." The two have left, and soon, the whole city was notified that



the curfew was closed? Zero Closed Er Zha Dye Zero Love Zha? ended, military control was

lifted and the first joint military exercise was successfully completed.

The people are not stupid and they know that it is not that simple, especially the
blinding sword light that illuminated half of the south and could be seen by the whole of China,
but how ordinary people discuss it, they can't discuss it, but there are countless versions, there are
enough material for ten novels.

Then the four guardians of the town also received the same news and terminated
all action, after all, the man had already been found.

The two of them did not dare to delay, pulling Shen Xiyan up with their swords,
directly into a golden sword qi piercing the sky in a flash, directly towards the Jinling.
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"Boss ...... crikey ...... wait for me ah." A white figure sprinted, but unfortunately it was still too
slow, two meters big giant white cat with the same dog, sticking out his tongue and harrumphing
lying outside the door of the Imperial Hotel in the Dragon Regulation District, he originally looked
like over to tell Lin Hao that he had pounced and not found anyone, but the result arrived Lin Hao
and Shen Xiyan but ignored it and went straight away.

"The chief just, just go away?" Vermilion Bird and Chen Kai also came late, but
when they arrived, they saw the white cat Rui Lin lying on the ground and breathing heavily,
apparently he didn't catch up either.



"The four daughters are understandably eager, nothing strange, let's just wait here,
after all, the matter of the demon capital is not yet finished." Chen Kai shrugged helplessly, the
Imperial Hotel in the Dragon Regulation District had been classified as a hotel for cultivators,
ordinary people were not allowed to stay in it, or even to go near it.

After all, the next thing he knew, Zhao Yuanlong led a large group of immortal

slaves to arrive, and the arrival of this group of powerful people really gave Chen Kai and Zhu Que
a big surprise.

Damn, what the hell is this?

Why did so many fourth and fifth ranked powerhouses suddenly appear?

An hour later, a haze of light descended from the sky and landed in the courtyard

of the Lin family in Jinling, where Lin Ruoshi was playing with the big bear.

Lin Hao quickly pounced over, but Shen Xiyan was even quicker, pouncing over
in a flash and taking Lin Ruo Shi directly into his arms, checking Lin Ruo Shi's entire body with
worry, fearing that his daughter had suffered some kind of injury.

Only after checking around did she find that the little girl was fine and healthy, so
Shen Xiyan was relieved and shook her head at Lin Hao to say that Lin Ruo Shi was fine.



"I'll do this meal, you keep little shi company." Shen Xiyan gently patted Lin

Hao's shoulder and went to the kitchen to get busy. In the kitchen, Lin Yun and Xu Fanghua were

busy with breakfast, so Lin Hao didn't go to join the fun.

After all, the whole Lin family was as happy as the New Year when Lin Ruoshi

returned safely.

The Xu family and the Long family, on the other hand, were in disbelief.

The Lin family's great-granddaughter was missing, and they gripped them, and
when their granddaughter returned, they withdrew directly, not to mention apologizing, without
even a statement.

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services

to its customers.

As Lin Ruoshi pushed the door, that spatial barrier disappeared, and so did Lin

Ruoshi, that meant it was a trap designed for Lin Ruoshi, but then it came back intact, which was
very strange.

"Sze, where did you go all last night? You don't know that we were all anxious

when you disappeared." Lin Hao asked Lin Ruoshi.

As a result, Lin Ruoshi's pretty face was filled with impatience and she shook her

head hurriedly, "Oh, dad, just don't ask, okay, everyone has asked me this question dozens of



times and I've said I slept? The actual fact is that you will not be able to get a lot of money from

the company. I've fallen asleep, I just had a dream, why are you guys so nervous about what to do
ah, I didn't go there, just had a dream ah, why can't you guys believe me, all become so strange
oh."

Lin Hao's expression froze, what was going on?

The big bear next to him hurriedly explained to Lin Hao that Lin Ruoshi had
suddenly appeared in the room, and that the room was locked and there was no sign of any

knocking.

The big bear also found out, Lin Ruoshi disappeared when the big bear witnessed,
and the big bear went back in the morning to open the door, but unexpectedly found Lin Ruoshi

lying in Lin Hao's room, is languidly rubbing the fierce dragon sleep eyes, really like just woke
up.

No matter how everyone asked, Lin Ruoshi never thought that she had left the

room, that she had just had a strange dream, instead she felt that everyone else had become

strange after he woke up, repeating the questions asked a hundred or eighty times, making Lin

Ruoshi very annoyed, she could clearly feel that no one believed her when she said that she had

just had a dream like words.
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Lin Hao frowned slightly, finding the matter's not simple.



"No, that's not what daddy asked ah, maybe daddy didn't make sense." Lin Hao
laughed then continued to speak, "Daddy is asking Xiao shi where did you go in your dream last

night, didn't you say you had a nice strange dream. Where did you go?"

Lin Ruoshi cocked her head and stared at Lin Hao carefully for half a day, the
little girl through Lin Hao's expression, then confirmed that her dad was not lying to her and was
really simply curious, then she told Lin Hao what had happened.

Lin Hao nodded his head and praised his daughter for having this dream, while
interrupting every now and then to ask a few questions, tsk-tsk-tsk, but in fact his heart was
already panicking and cold sweat was rushing down.

This is not a dream, this is like jumping repeatedly in front of the ghost gate, in
front of Meng Po's more crazy show!

Through Lin Ruo Shi's description, Lin Hao was 100% sure that Lin Ruo Shi was

in that piece of space, the seven-coloured four generations were entangled together, beautiful,
pretty and incomparably dreamy, but underneath the beautiful appearance, there was a terrifying
killing machine, this was spatial turbulence!

Even a seventh-grade illusionist could not stay in the spatial turbulence, and those
with less strength would be torn into pieces in a minute!

At the same time, Lin Hao was amazed that his daughter was in the middle of the
spatial turbulence and nothing happened to her.



As for the huge and dilapidated mansion he encountered later, and the

middle-aged man with a face full of flesh who called himself an immortal, Lin Hao also basically
understood what was going on.

Sure enough, it was the immortal slave's doing!

He didn't know what method he had used to make his daughter trip through the

void and enter the immortal's mansion, and still live forever? What a joke!

An immortal stroking my top, tying my hair and receiving long life, these words
are currently in this world? What is this saying in this world? The only people who are qualified

to say this are Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan!

However, before the Xuan Yuan Sword's influence is completely eliminated, Lin
Hao is not prepared to grant divinity to others. On the contrary, Xu Fanghua's body is getting
worse day by day, Lin Hao secretly injected a small amount of divine energy into Xu Fanghua's
body, counting, Xu Fanghua is considered to have become the treatment of a true immortal slave.

"Dad, do you think we should say yes? That uncle doesn't look like a bad person,
and he said that our family can live forever, so Xiao shi can be with her mum and dad forever."
Lin Ruoshi looked at Lin Hao happily, her father was still her own father, everyone didn't believe
what she said, only her own father could believe her, Lin Ruoshi then told Lin Hao what the sea

tide clerk said.

Hearing Lin Ruoshi's words, Lin Hao was really crying and laughing, the true
immortal slave wants to help the real deity immortal daddy to tie his hair and receive long life,
isn't this funny?



How was this different from pretending to be a deity in front of an immortal?

But Lin Ruoshi was still young, so she couldn't explain to him clearly, so she
nodded with a smile: "Okay, then accept his kindness, but next time can you let that immortal

uncle come to our house to play? He's been so kind to our little Shih, Daddy needs to thank that
uncle."

"No way oh." Lin Ruoshi shook her head hurriedly, "Uncle Immortal said that only

Little Shi can see him, and only in her dreams can she see this Uncle Immortal."

Lin Hao's face clouded over, just which immortal slave dared to hit on his

daughter's idea?

The other party was actually able to have a secret method to allow Lin Ruoshi to
pass through the spatial turbulence without hurting her even a bit, to be honest, Lin Hao didn't
even dare to cross the void easily, the other party didn't seem to want to hurt Lin Ruoshi's life, but
must have plans for Lin Ruoshi.

Or maybe they had plans for him and Shen Xiyan?

Could it be that the divinity in their bodies had been detected by the immortal
slaves and had set their sights on them?



The bottom line was that Xiao shi didn't know about all this and thought it was

just a dream.

Lin Hao gave Lin Ruoshi a couple of perfunctory words, he had to stay here, he
had to find out what the hell was going on.

Moreover, this immortal slave was definitely a true immortal slave and was most

likely much stronger than him.
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It was an eventful day.

The good thing is that Shen Xie and the girls had already made breakfast, so we
all chatted happily and ate breakfast, but we all knew that Lin Ruoshi was already a little angry, so
we didn't continue to ask about Lin Ruoshi's experience last night.

After breakfast a phone call came from the demon capital side: "Chief, two thirds
of all the immortal slaves within the demon capital family have gathered here, but a third still

haven't come, where are you now, chief? And is little Shishi alright?"

Lin Hao frowned and said coldly, "Tell them to wait!" "Ah? Wait?"



Vermilion Bird was dumbfounded, here were two thirds of the immortal slaves in

the Demon Capital Family, there were hundreds of them, the lowest were in the middle third rank
realm, and there were twenty to thirty people in the late fifth rank.

He was only a third class late stage illusionist, Alexander.

If Lin Hao's original words were relayed to these immortal slaves, they would
probably eat her alive, right?

"What's wrong, what did the boss say?" Chen Kai came over curiously.

Vermilion Bird spoke with difficulty, "Your boss doesn't seem to be in a good

mood, he, he said to let these people stare."

Chen Kai froze, crap, that's the boss's temper!

Chen Kai then flung his hand and turned back to the boss and spoke in a
domineering manner, "Our boss told you to wait, the boss doesn't have time for you at this
moment!"

"What? Wait! Who does he think he is? He really thinks he's an immortal! He
thinks he's a great man even though he's lost his immortal court!"



"I'm just laughing, a dying man still dares to be so arrogant, it seems that he

doesn't take Regulus into account!" ,

"Yes, it's just a lucky kid who didn't know how to obtain the Immortal Dignity

posture, he's really arrogant"

"Too arrogant, he doesn't even put us in his eyes, let's go!"

All of these immortal slaves shouted, each of them emitting a terrifying aura, all
of them unruly and untamed.

These were truly old things, existences that had survived for at least thousands and
thousands of years, and apart from those second generation immortal slaves that they had come to

the Demon Capital to develop, none of those old things of the older generation were convinced.

After all, it was already upsetting for them to be oppressed by the True Immortal

Slaves, and now, ten thousand years after the destruction of the Immortal Court, an Immortal

Djinn powerhouse had actually emerged, how could they be willing to willingly accept the

domination?

One third of those who did not come were absolutely loyal to the sea tide
members and did not care about the so-called Immortal Sovereign's appearance, while more than
half of the two thirds of the Immortal slaves who had rushed here had come for the divine weapon
that emitted ten thousand feet of sword light, thinking that Lin Hao had merely acquired the

divine weapon and was not a real deity at all.



A large portion of the rest had only come to join in the fun and explore the reality.
Only a very small portion of them were sincere submissives, wanting to join Lin Hao's banner,
just like the Chen and Zhao families.

Boom!

Zhao Yuanlong and Chen Xuanfeng took a fierce step forward, their clothes
flipping, and a terrifying aura immediately swept over them, as the strongest members of the

Chen and Zhao families also stepped forward, along with their close friends and the allied

families.

Hundreds of people burst out with powerful auras at the same time, cold? Paxi

Paxi Er Fuyan Xi? grunted to, ''Get lost if you don't want to wait! Just don't regret it later! No one
is forcing you to wait!"

"However, if you dare to slander the name of the Immortal Sovereign, kill without
amnesty!" The powerful aura of Chen Bei Xuan's mid-fifth rank descended unreservedly, like a
ten-thousand-foot waterfall descending from the sky in a raging and terrifying manner!

"Heh, Chen Xuanfeng, you're a good dog, just a mortal who received an

immortal's fate by chance, and you still want to use this to pretend to be a tiger? Ridiculous,
others are afraid of you, but we are not afraid of you!" Two dozen mid to late fifth-ranked great

powers stood out, arrogant and arrogant, looking at Chen Xuanfeng with disdain against his
terrifying suppression, not being suppressed by the spiritual pressure in the slightest.



On the contrary, under the influence of the combined qi of two dozen people,
Chen Xuanfen was shaken back and burst back, and Zhao Yuanlong even spat blood and flew out

backwards.
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Everyone in the room looked different, they didn't expect this powerful scene to occur just after
they had gathered here!

"Prepare for battle!" Vermilion Bird and Chen Kai's faces went cold as the

surrounding troops from the Dragon Group and the Zhen Guardian House rushed out and
surrounded all these immortal slaves.

Although the difference in strength was extremely terrifying, not a single soldier
chickened out or backed off!

No matter how much they changed, this was still Chinese territory, and this was

irrefutable!

In Chinese territory, the Dragon Master is in charge of everything!

The surrounding immortal slaves looked unhappy, although they looked at those

weak soldiers with disdain, but they did not dare to make a big deal out of it easily, after all, if
things got too big, all the immortal slaves in the world would start to get restless, and that would
be a bad situation.



They were not afraid of these mortal soldiers, but they were afraid that the

immortal slaves from other regions would rise up and attack them!

"We gave him face to come here, but he is not giving us face by posing and
leaving us here, in that case, let's go!" Many immortals? Intended to shade and dye Shan shade

and dye? s slaves, led by the old ancestor, coldly snorted and waved their sleeves away, while
the others hesitated and left one after another.

The original group that had gathered almost six hundred immortal slaves
suddenly plummeted to less than three hundred, and there were still many who were still

hesitating.

The purpose of his gathering of these immortal slaves before was to find out who
was after Lin Ruoshi. Now that Lin Ruoshi had returned safely, Lin Hao did not have the heart to
bother with these old monsters for the time being.

Lin Hao spent the whole day with Lin Ruo Shi at the Lin family, trying to make
Lin Ruo Shi sleep like a dream again, but no matter what Lin Ruo Shi did, it was to no avail and
there was no dream.

Lin Ruoshi plus her spirit was also somewhat exhilarated and basically couldn't
sleep. She told Lin Hao that in her dream, she was able to use her mind to improve and repair that
mansion, making it slowly become more full of life.

Lin Hao understood that his daughter's ability had not even been discovered by

himself, so it seemed that some immortal slaves had discovered Lin Ruoshi's ability and lured

her into her dreams, using her daughter as a tool to repair the immortal mansion.



Lin Hao coldly snorted in his heart, "I can't even let my daughter work, you don't
know how to use my daughter as a tool, you don't know how to write the word "death"!

The whole day was peaceful, even into the night, nothing strange happened.

On the other side, the sea tide clerk had been busy all day and night and came out
from within the turbid and clear immortal mansion, only then did he learn of what had happened
in the demon capital during the day, the sea tide clerk was also shocked, damn it, an immortal

daddy had come out?

Other people didn't believe that an immortal djinn could really emerge, but Hai
Chao clerk knew that he had personally met a Nian Jing three or four year old Void Immortal
Djinn, it wasn't surprising that other young immortal djinns appeared.

The key was that the location where this Immortal Djinn appeared was actually in
the Demon Capital. Damn, it seemed that the treasury of the Turbid Clear Immortal Mansion had

attracted the attention of that newly appeared Immortal Djinn? No, the Turbid Clear Immortal

Mansion had to be repaired as soon as possible.

So, the sea tide clerk just came out every moment and dived into the Turbid Clear
Immortal Mansion again to activate the formation.

Lin Ruoshi, on the other hand, woke up leisurely and got up from her bed.



Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan were not at ease with Lin Ruoshi, the two were sleeping
together with Lin Ruoshi, and they basically didn't need to sleep anymore, staying alert all the
time, the moment Lin Ruoshi woke up.

Lin Hao did not move, but looked at Lin Ruoshi.

Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan looked at each other, they had sensed that something was
wrong, it was exactly as Big Bear had described, it was as if there were two worlds inside this
room and outside, it was so terribly quiet, the sound of breathing had become so harsh.

"Xiao shi don't~!"

Lin Hao saw Lin Ruoshi go to push the door, Lin Hao felt a spatial ripple fluctuate
and felt bad, but unfortunately it was too slow, the moment Lin Ruoshi just touched the door of

the room it simply disappeared, that fluctuating feeling also disappeared, at the same time the
sound from outside the courtyard came in again, even the sound of Lin Rui drinking and chatting

in the courtyard next to him.
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Shen Xiyan and Lin Hao both rushed out with incomparably ugly faces, only to find that there was
nothing, this, what kind of tactics was this?

"This bastard is looking for death!" Lin Hao roared low in anger.



"Hao, don't worry for now, things might not be that bad, at least we can be sure
that our daughter shouldn't be in any danger at the moment, the other party is just taking
advantage of our little shi's unique ability." Shen Xiyan pulled Lin Hao to comfort him, "Also,
keep this quiet for now, we already made grandma and the others scared all night yesterday, if
this comes again, the old man's heart won't be able to withstand it."

Lin Hao nodded and said that he knew, but this vanishing place was too weird,
there was no way to find out, and the worst part was that the two of them didn't dare to stay in the
spatial turbulence for much longer.

After all, if they were lost in the spatial turbulence, they would be completely lost

in space and time and would never be able to return.

Ding Ding Ding!

Lin Hao picked up the phone and glanced at it and picked it up, his voice low,
"What is it, speak!"

The Vermilion Bird on the other end of the phone shrank fiercely and spoke
cautiously, "Chief, have you, have you encountered something? If it's urgent, then I'll hang up
first."

"Nothing, is something wrong over there?" Lin Hao softened his tone, his own
official authority was so great? One word scared this little girl enough.



Vermilion Bird is a little embarrassed, in fact, there is nothing wrong, but still
want to report to Lin Hao, a thing is to experience a daytime, left behind less than two immortal

slaves? er Lu Ai Lu Serving er er? hundred more, and the other immortal slaves are getting more

and more critical of Lin Hao.

There was a second problem, which was that Chen Xuanfeng had told Zhuque that
all their immortal slaves had sensed that the spatial rift that would appear at any time in the demon
capital had disappeared, which meant that someone seemed to have repaired the immortal

residence of Turbine Clear, or of course it could have been shifted, but there should be no ability

to move the immortal residence except for the immortal dweller.

"Sorry chief, I shouldn't have bothered you in the middle of the night with this

trivial matter, but I felt in the dark that this matter was more important." Vermilion Bird said

weakly.

"It's not more important! Rather, it's especially important, Little Bird you've done
me a great favour, tell your Dragon Team in Demon Capital to gather and stand by, tell Chen Kai
that all Dragon Sect Illusionist troops in Demon Capital to gather and wait for orders! I'll be right
there!" After saying that Lin Hao hurriedly hung up the phone and looked at Shen Xiyan and said,
"I think I already know who's up to something!"

"That Demon Capital's True Immortal Child!" Shen Xiyan had also heard the

contents of their call and woke up at the first moment.

Lin Ruoshi's twice inexplicably wandered off in the middle of the night, followed
immediately by the dissipation of the spatial rift that appeared and disappeared in the Demon
Capital, and the two were connected here!



Clang!

The Deity Sword came out and pointed at the Demon Capital!

No one dares to disobey when the sword is pointed!

A golden sword light descended from the sky, and with it came an astonishing

spiritual pressure, and all the immortal slaves and practitioners in the entire Demon Capital sensed

this powerful aura.

Those minions of the sea tide members had their faces paled, damn, this rumour
couldn't be true, could it? Could it be that a divine immortal had really appeared?

There was nothing they could do, these immortal slaves could only find a way to

communicate with Hai Tide member remotely with their divine thoughts to inform him of this
matter.

When Hai Chao Member was in the Turbid Clear Immortal Residence and heard
this news, his face was also particularly ugly, what was going on? What was going on? The

Immortal Dignitary of New City as a divine residence had found him so quickly?

Looking at the strength of the other party, it was obvious that they were not
capable of constructing an immortal residence in the void, so they must have set their eyes on the
Turbid Clear Immortal Residence.



Lin Ruoshi was so excited to see so many people suddenly come in, after all,
yesterday in her dream there was only Hai Chao Ren, although the restoration of the Turbid Clear
Immortal Mansion filled her with a sense of novelty and excitement, but after all there were only
two of them, it was still a bit monotonous.
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The sea tide members are also an understanding person, have introduced those immortal slave

ministers, told Lin Ruoshi, these are all immortals as well as immortal attendants, are very fond of
Lin Ruoshi, so specially come to see, and we all work together to repair and build this mansion.

Lin Ruoshi was even happier when she heard this, and these people were all

showing their skills, constantly remodeling and repairing the immortal residence, cooperating
with Lin Ruoshi.

When Lin Ruoshi thought that she, an ordinary little girl, had so many immortals

helping to work together, her whole being looked even happier.

As for those immortal slaves who were not under the command of the sea tide
member and had left early, they were all a little worried at the moment. Those immortal slaves of

the fifth grade realm and above, all gathered together, intending to find a way to get through this,
they likewise found that the sea tide member and his men had all disappeared, so angry that they
all cursed out.

This group of old foxes, really no one simple role, as soon as the situation is not
right pull out their legs and run first, simply shameless to the extreme!



The sword light landed above the Imperial Hotel in the Dragon Regulation District,
the sword light dispersed and the figures of Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan both appeared with it.

"General!"

"Chief!"

"Chief!"

Vermilion Bird Chen Kai and the rest of the party came forward to salute, the
surrounding Dragon Group and soldiers also stood straight and saluted, while the hundred or so

Immortal Slaves next to them were scared to death, they didn't just salute, they knelt down to the
ground, "Welcome the two Immortal Dignitaries!"

"Zhao Yuanlong and Chen Xuanfeng pay their respects to Immortal Sovereign Lin

and to Immortal Sovereign Shen."

Those immortal slaves had just taken a mere glance and saw Lin Hao and Shen
Xiyan's hazy faces covered by their divinity, and were immediately frightened and bowed their

heads, this was a deity, although the realm was somewhat lower, but it was undeniable that this
was a real deity, and an extremely young one at that!



They also wondered why the Xuan Yuan Sword had not appeared in the world

when the deity had descended.

At the same time, they also understood that the Xuan Yuan Sword had always

been there, existing in their nightmares, and whenever they woke up in midnight dreams and

nightmares, they were awakened by the sharp blade of that Xuan Yuan Sword.

Lin Hao nodded towards Vermilion Bird and the others, and then looked towards
those generation two immortal slaves, "Who has taken blood food! Stand out!"

Lin Hao's divine might around him? Fou Er Fou Ai Wu Lu Yi Zero? It surged,
and the divinity within all the immortal slaves was very severely suppressed.

A few generation immortal slaves and a group of second generation immortal
slaves came out of the crowd trembling, seeing this scene, Chen Kai and Zhuque and the others

had gloomy faces, especially Wu Liang, the head of the Dragon Regulation Division.

They were the ones who knew about the monster-eating cases, but they didn't
know how many people there were!

Around one hundred and fifty immortal slaves, more than eighty of them stood

out at once, all of them looking apprehensive, their faces full of worry.

"There is no shame in trying to survive, but you don't have any right to deprive
anyone of their lives to perpetuate them for yourselves!" Lin Hao raised his hand, and several



golden sword qi rushed out, almost instantly crushing the consciousness of these immortal slaves

who had stepped forward!

These immortal slaves were heavily wounded, spitting out blood as they looked at
Lin Hao with shocked and puzzled eyes, why? Why would a god on high execute them like that

for a few mortals, who were nothing more than mere ants?

These immortal slaves' consciousnesses were shattered and their cultivation lost,
while their divinity was also taken out by Lin Hao and punched into the bodies of the other
immortal slaves who were not involved.

Among those erased was also the Chen family's great master. The Chen and Zhao

families also had quite a few erased immortal slaves, and while Zhao Yuanlong and Chen

Xuanfeng were secretly angry in their hearts, there was nothing they could do about it, the
terrifying deity was not something they could fight against.

And they were most furious that these were the divinities that they had parted out,
and now that they had been knocked back into their bodies, they could clearly feel that the Xuan

Yuan sword that was far away had come a little closer to them again.

"With immediate effect, any immortal slave who has invaded a living person as

blood food will have his or her consciousness sea strangled and his or her divinity recovered, if
you disobey, kill!" Lin Hao's every word was filled with the aura of killing.
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Many immortal slaves dared not speak out in anger, but could only respond in a respectful voice,
and at the same time their hearts and minds trembled, as if Lin Hao and the two of them, apart
from defending mortals which they could not understand, seemed to be true gods, majestic and
unstoppable, and no one dared to disobey their words!

These were the gods above the heavens, above everything!

The generation of immortal slaves who had their consciousnesses crushed and
their divinity taken away rapidly aged,? The gods who were shredded from their consciousnesses

and whose divinity was taken away from them are rapidly ageing. The breath of life was
dissipating at a speed visible to the naked eye, and in a short time they were reduced to a clutch

of yellow earth.

Among the second generation of immortal slaves, those who have been immortal

slaves for more than a hundred years have also turned into a handful of yellow earth without
exception, while those who have not been immortal slaves for too long have lost their divinity and

cultivation, their faces are withered and they are as old as if half of their bodies were in the

ground.

By depriving them of their divinity, the shackles of eternal life were also removed
from them.

Seeing this scene, the immortal slave was displeased, but Chen Kai and the others
were delighted, these bastards had done a lot of evil, and they felt that this was a light

punishment!



Vermilion Bird's eyes were aglow, the chief is the chief, he is always so
dominant!

"Get up and talk, do you have any news for me?" Lin Hao looked to Zhao

Yuanlong and the others.

The crowd stood up one after another, and at that moment, a huge white light
came racing from afar, it was none other than the white cat Rui Lin.

"Meow, master, I've found you, ow, I thought you didn't want me yet." The white
cat pounced at once, only to be kicked hundreds of metres away by Lin Hao, who looked faintly

at Chen Xuanfeng: "Speak."

Chen Xuanfeng and Zhao Yuanlong looked at each other and trembled, so
ruthless?

"Your revelation, Immortal Sovereign, there are a total of four hundred and

thirty-six Immortal Slaves of the Demon Capital's first generation and a full five hundred and

fifty Immortal Slaves of the second generation, two thirds of them came earlier, but close to
eighty percent have gone." Chen Xuanfeng was trembling a little when he said this, after such a
big mistake, would the Immortal Emperor directly take them to task and blame them for not

doing their job properly?

Lin Hao looked as normal and continued to listen.



"Among those immortal slaves that didn't come, there is a squad of the strongest
immortal slaves that are loyal supporters of the Sea Tide member, the Sea Tide member has been

missing for some days, just now news came that those subordinates of the Sea Tide member have

also slipped away and are nowhere to be found, I suspect that they have entered the Turbid Clear
Immortal Mansion, however, the method of entering the Turbid Clear Immortal Mansion is only

known to the Sea Tide member alone. "

"Understood." Lin Hao nodded, "It's time to clean up these assholes!"

"The rest of you, split into two groups and go deal with these assholes! Any of
these immortal slaves who have consumed the living will be killed on the spot! If they don't join
the House of Zhen Nan, kill them! And for the most important purpose of all, find out who the sea
tide members are! Move!" With a wave of Lin Hao's hand, the Chen family led a wave of people
to quickly lead the order away, though they were also incredibly apprehensive.

They only had a total of seventy or so immortal slaves here, and their overall

strength wasn't very strong yet, while they were going to face an enemy that was at least eight or

even as many as ten times more than them, could they beat them?

However, Lin Hao glanced at Shen Xiyan, who nodded gently and left directly

with Chen Xuanfeng, seeing an immortal dweller following him Chen Xuanfeng and the others

were not worried at all, he felt that he had done it again, each with his head held high and a

rampant look!

"Boss, what about us?" Chen Kai and Zhuque all looked at Lin Hao a little

anxiously, looking at Lin Hao's appearance, it seemed like he had no intention of activating them
at all.



Lin Hao glanced at Chen Kai, Wu Liang and Vermilion Bird, although they were
not weak, they were a bit weak compared to those immortal slaves.

Lin Hao shook his head helplessly, "Chen Kai you are in charge of dispatching all
the forces of the South House of Dragon Gate Town and clearing out all the ordinary people near
the Demon Capital Family Ancestral Shrine to avoid them from being affected."

"Wu Liang on the other hand, you are in charge of this area of the Demon Capital
Family in the Dragon Regulation District, Zhuque, you lead the Dragon Team squad to follow

me."

At this order given by Lin Hao, Chen Kai and Wu Liang were both a little puzzled,
wasn't this asking them to take on a policing role? But it couldn't be helped, they still had some

two or three numbers about their strength.
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"Zhao Yuanlong, take these people and follow me." Lin Hao and the rest of the group headed

towards the area of the ancestral shrine where the Zhao family was located in a vast manner.

Within this ancestral shrine on the ancient street, several immortal slaves of the

fifth realm were constantly exchanging divine thoughts with each other.

"Old Ghost Wang, what now? I perceive that an Immortal Sovereign is leading a

group of powerful people towards us, is he blaming us for not going forward to pay homage?"



"Old Ghost Xu, what are you afraid of? I clearly perceive that the Immortal

Dweller who is coming is only at the First Grade Illusionary Spirit Master realm, just relying on
the richness of his divinity, it doesn't count, Old Ghost Chen is also not here, the strongest among
them is only a Fifth Grade Mid Stage Immortal Slave, if we really fight, we may not lose!"

"Old Ghost Wang is right, the Immortal Court is in tatters, does he really think he
is still a supreme being? If you piss us off, kill him and take his place ......"

Unfortunately, before the man behind him could finish his sentence, a
hundred-foot divine sword covered with inscriptions descended from the sky, and all the

possessors of divinity within a thousand-meter radius were suppressed, one by one by this golden
heavenly sword! All the immortal slaves sensed the terrifying pressure descending, the terrifying
suppression from the gods!

But whoever possesses divinity will be absolutely suppressed, just like the
absolute bloodline suppression of a high ranking magical beast against a low ranking magical
beast, even if the strength is inferior to the other, it is very difficult for the other party to get rid of
it, unless the difference in strength is really huge!

Unfortunately, these immortal slaves have not had any ? The intention is to close

the Shan whisk to close the Zhaoyi? One could reach the sixth grade Illusionary Spirit Master

realm, so there was no way to get rid of Lin Hao's absolute suppression of divinity!

Wu Liang led the strong men of the Dragon Regulation Division to surround this
area, and all ordinary people were driven away from being allowed to go near here.



These people were all shining with the light of Illusionary Spirit Masters, and all

sorts of spirit soldiers were coming out in an endless stream. The ordinary people also realised that
these were Illusionary Spirit Master troops, so they naturally did not dare to approach easily, and
could only withdraw from afar to watch from a distance.

The Illusory Spirit Masters were already on a different level from the others, not
something they could offend!

Immediately afterwards, that heavenly sword fell, causing those people to exclaim
once again that something big was really happening, that immortal sword had appeared again!

Although this time it was not as terrifying as the ten-thousand-foot sword light

before, it still shook the people to their core.

The courtyards outside the Wang Family's Ancestral Shrine were flooded with

more than thirty Immortal Slaves of the generation led by Zhao Yuanlong, as well as a hundred
members of the Vermillion Bird Group's squad led by Vermillion Bird, guarding the various
courtyards to the death.

Lin Hao descended from the sky, his feet stepping into the void, surrounded by

haze and awe-inspiring!

Lin Hao's sleeves fluttered around him, emitting a powerful aura to subdue the
four directions!



"Old ancestor of the Wang Family, pay respects to the Immortal Sovereign!"

"Elder of the Xu Family, pay respects to the Immortal Sovereign!"

"Zhou Family Ancestor, pay respects to the Immortal Sovereign!"

Inside each family ancestral shrine, a group of people came out one after another,
the leaders of which led the immortal slaves behind them to kneel down towards Lin Hao, a total
of twelve family ancestral shrines, among which the three families, the Wang Family, the Xu
Family, and the Zhou Family, were the strongest at the head, all three of which had reached the

late fifth rank realm of strength and were incredibly strong.

Although they saluted respectfully, the expression on their faces did not show

much respect.

"I amWang Lao Er, the oldest ancestor of theWang Family, may I ask what is the
reason for the sudden arrival of the Immortal Emperor." The most powerful Wang family ancestor,
Wang Lao Er, was the first to stand up without receiving Lin Hao's permission, and arched his

hand to ask Lin Hao.

Lin Hao glanced coldly at Wang Lao Er and then spoke, "But anyone who has
consumed the blood of the living will be beheaded! If they do not submit to the Zhen Nan House,
they will be killed if they accept its authority!"



Every word Lin Hao spat out was like an immortal's decree, his words followed
the law, and the hundred-foot sword light split into countless three-foot blue-tipped
immortal-slashing swords, raining down like rain, killing those who disobeyed, killing those who
detected that they had consumed blood, without any nonsense!

This time the purge must also clear out these moths, lest they bring peace to the

demon capital!

There were screams of misery, under the penetration of the Sword of the Gods, it
was useless even to resist, being strongly suppressed by the divinity, it was extremely difficult for
them to resist, even if they could, avoiding the Sword of the Gods, Zhao Yuanlong and Zhuque

also commanded their men to start attacking those people in droves.
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